Parking Garages are NOW OPEN

The Bldg. 54 Staff Garage and Bldg. 55 Patient Garage are now open following successful structural analysis. Both garages were closed to allow structural engineers to predict how long the parking structures can be utilized in the future and to ensure the integrity of the buildings. We will know more about the lifecycle of these buildings as reports are generated over the next few months.

As a reminder, the top 2 levels of the Bldg. 54 Staff Garage and the top level of the Bldg. 55 Patient Garage will remain closed as plans are designed to fix areas where the concrete may have lost integrity.

Thank you for your patience and understanding during these necessary closures.

ELEVATOR REPLACEMENTS
—Still Underway—

The North bank of elevators in Bldg. 54 (Staff Garage), which were closed around February 2019, are currently on-schedule to re-open around July 2019! After these elevators re-open, work will begin on the South bank of elevators until both sets of elevators have been completely upgraded.

Once complete, these elevators will improve your experience with:

- Increased efficiency
- Decreased unscheduled downtime
- Temperature-controlled elevator lobbies

We apologize for any inconvenience these phased elevator upgrades may cause and thank you for your patience as we perform these much-needed upgrades.
Closure of 1st Floor Main Hallway to America Building (19) —Coming May 28th

Beginning May 28, 2019, the 1st floor main hallway to the America Building will be closed for 4-5 months. The closure is necessary to ensure safe excavation in support of the upcoming Underground Pedestrian Connector (Dec. 2019).

During this time, William III in this location will be closed. Staff and Patients will have access to coffee and refreshments at the nearby Lisa’s Coffee and Goodies Store.

We will weekly updates on this closure through Construction News. Thank you for your understanding as we perform these important infrastructure enhancements.

Construction questions, concerns and feedback should be submitted to:

DHA NSA Bethesda WRNMMC List Communications Team

Email: dha.bethesda.wrnmmc.list.communications-team@mail.mil

Communications Hotline: 301-400-1934